Governance Structures and Corporate Governance in Production of Aguaymanto Collective
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The aguaymanto called goldenberry, is a fruit native to Peru, which is produced by hand. Given the international preference for this product, attention was paid to the way it is produced. In northern Peru, in the Cajamarca region, some producers formed the Provincial Association of Ecological Producers of Cajamarca (APPEC). With the constitution of this association, the development and positioning of this business has been successfully achieved. This case study aims to analyze the corporate governance and transaction governance mechanisms implemented in APPEC, in order to understand how they enabled superior design and management in the goldenberry agribusiness subsystem in Peru. The methodology used was the simple case study. The results show that the producers achieved their progress by changing the path dependency and went from working individually to working as a team in the aforementioned association. The organization model and internal structure implemented has achieved the unification and collaboration of the producers, in turn with the other actors involved in the export of goldenberry. Likewise, this model has managed to establish functions and hierarchies for the exchange of decision rights and property rights with the industry and suppliers; successfully adapting and managing to reduce uncertainty and transaction costs. With the formalization of the goldenberry production process, an improvement was introduced in the commercial scenario, increasing exports and optimizing production.
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1. Introduction

Goldenberry grows as an almost wild fruit between 1,500 and 3,000 meters above sea level along The Andes Mountain range. This fruit is not widely available in Peru and is generally eaten like a produce fresh (Pierre et al., 2023). In addition, it can be processed in many ways. The most popular form, which gives it a longer shelf life, is as dried fruit. Most of the Peruvian exports are made up of this presentation, while the export of fresh goldenberry is just beginning in Peru (Carabajal et al., 2021).

Starting in the 1990s, small producers working independently and informally made up the majority of cape goldenberry agricultural production in Peru. The techniques for the proper management of the crop were unknown, there was no technology to improve production, the demand of the national or international market was unknown, consumption was irregular and marketing was focused on local markets. Investment incentives were insufficient, resulting in low production, farmers simultaneously cultivated other fruits and vegetables, giving little importance to goldenberry (De-la-Torre, 2020). As a result, there were no incentives for investments, so production and quality were poor, resulting in low income and development for farmers. (Agroeco, 2021).

However, in the early 2000s, the international demand for goldenberry began to increase significantly, both fresh and dried. This change ended more business opportunities, new processing companies emerging, achieving a substantial increase in exports of this fruit (from 1.2 tons in 2004 to 48.1 tons in 2011) (PROMPERU, 2020).
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Although this growth and development was strongly related to the increase in international demand, some players in the system adapted their production, strategies, and governance to take advantage of the opportunity. The ability to adapt to shocks is the key phenomenon to understand the economy and the external shock is a constant source of large disturbances (Ordóñez, 2002). The speed and efficiency with which a design can be readjusted largely depends on the characteristics of the group in charge of organizational change (Senesi, 2012).

The idea of strategies and goals to advance a business, as well as the idea of having a shared mission, vision and shared goals, are implicit in collective behavior (Ordóñez, 2002). Coordinated strategic actions can change the characteristics of the competitive environment to the benefit of the group (Zylbersztajn and Miele, 2001). Through cooperation, the actors of the system safeguard and benefit from the highest quality of the final product. The success of an absorption system is related to commercial, technological, organizational and institutional innovations as a result of the coordination of the various actors in the system, both in terms of strategic actions and transactional activities (Kherallah and Kirsten, 2019). Given the rapid technological advances, the increased demand for more specialized products and the increasing competition in the agri-food industry, regional or local innovation can no longer depend only on the individual company, but must receive more support from the network (Whinston, 2001).

Goldenberry producers realized that they could not increase production by working individually, so they started doing it collectively as a way to adapt to this disruption and have more stocks to sell to manufacturers, the main customers of this product (Williamson, 2002). The main zone of Peru where goldenberry is produced is the Cajamarca region; this is where its cultivation began with a commercial and symbolic perspective. Several farmers from this region began to work together in the year 2000 to form part of the Provincial Association of Ecological Producers of Cajamarca (APPEC), with the aim of organizing themselves in the production of goldenberry and obtaining a greater quantity of this product to market.

The association agreed to venture into the goldenberry business strategically (Williamson, 2000), which has allowed it to integrate small producers from the Cajamarca region, strengthen collaboration in the production of goldenberry, and coordinate with the export industry, which is its main client (Agroeco, 2021). As a result, the association used a corporate governance model (Williamson, 2002), which is defined as the management structure of an organization and the set of rules, procedures and practices that are implemented in order to increase profits and reduce transaction costs (Whinston, 2001).

2. Materials and methods

The research was carried out using case studies tend to focus, given their characteristics, facts and situations in order to address them in depth for their holistic and contextual understanding (Vasilachis et al., 2006). This type of site allows contextualizing and deepening the study of the problem in a delimited universe (Yin, 1994; Lazzarini, 1997). The objectives of carrying out case studies can be: (1) to know the case in depth, (2) existence of special situations, (3) describe a successful organization, (4) explore a universe little studied, among others (Sautú et al. al., 2005). The cases are not representative samples, but experimental theses (Yin (1994), the research questions and the units of analysis should be chosen on purpose, to represent and confront the frontiers of current knowledge of the research topic (Sterns et al., 1998).

The most appropriate unit of analysis for case study research will be the socioeconomic phenomenon that provides the most complete knowledge of the issues and questions of interest (Yin, 1994). In this sense, the method of this research work was a simple case study, with corporate governance and governness structures being the study phenomenon, and taking the impact of corporate governance of collective goldenberry production as the unit of analysis. Cajamarca on governance in transactions with its suppliers and customers.

In addition, the documentary analysis technique was carried out in the investigation, which consists of collecting or producing data from secondary sources that contain the information required to achieve the objectives of the investigation (Hernández et al., 2014). The publications of scientific papers, scientific journals in the agribusiness and related areas, information from Peruvian government agencies, stories such as the National Superintendency of Customs and Tax Administration (SUNAT) and the Ministry of Foreign Trade were provided as secondary sources.

The primary data was collected by conducting interviews with 25 of the members of the association of small producers in the province of Cajamarca, (producers, managers and administrators), which allowed pointing out and reporting some of the theoretical assumptions that were raised in the investigation. The interviews that were carried out were based on the logic and power of the intentional samples that reside in selecting cases rich in information to study them in detail (Patton, 1990). It is considered that between 20 and 30 interviews are enough to saturate the categories (Vasilachis et al. 2006).
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Analysis of goldenberry business in Cajamarca

The producers of this fruit have worked individually for many years due to the small volume they have to collect. This traditional model, of small farmers working individually, has been the dominant kind of organization in Cajamarca. However, in the year 2000, the culture of collective work began in Peru and developed satisfactorily, gradually encouraging small producers to work together to take advantage of market opportunities. This was promoted, in part, by the government through a set of new laws to implement “agrarian reform”. After the institutional reform, the Peruvian government began to implement laws to continue the “agro-export boom”. For example, the promotion and regularization of the production and export of goldenberry along with other fruits. This has made producers interested in formalizing agricultural production and the law of associations that gave technical and economic support to small associated farmers. On the other hand, Peru signed international agreements and treaties on foreign trade, which allowed generating commercial opportunities for the sale of goldenberry to the United States and the European Union.

At an organizational level, this business has been changing from empirical goldenberry collectors to involved producers, this is how it began to interact with intermediary agents, retail and wholesale companies. The figure 1 shows the main distribution channels of goldenberry in Cajamarca. Until the end of the 1990s, the direct channel was managed, where producers sold in local markets. For the following decade, intermediary agents who collected the goldenberry emerged. On the other hand, when the associations were generated, direct sales channels to retailers and wholesalers were also implemented. This is similar to what Xiuping (2022) points out, who carried out an analysis of current business value chains.

At the technological level, it was evidenced that there are no defined varieties in goldenberry, there are only ecotypes that differ in size, color and flavor of the fruit, as well as in the shape of the calyx and shape of the plant (creeping and upright type). In the improvement process, the producers went from empirical and wild management to controlled and technical work. All this is in agreement with what was reported by Lengai et al. (2022) regarding crop improvements. On the other hand, one of the main derived products has been dehydrated by hot air.
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Three main transactions have been carried out by goldenberry producers (figure2), the first interface is with suppliers of inputs (seeds, fertilizers and fertilizers). The frequency of this transaction is low because the producers need the seeds to start cultivating once a year. The specificity of the assets involved is high because the seeds they require are of a specific ecotype and do not have a second alternative use. In many cases, seed suppliers operate opportunistically, generating information asymmetry problems and constantly changing prices. The governance structure is the spot market where there are no relationships of trust between supplier and producer and there are no prior agreements to guarantee the transaction.

The transaction carried out by the producer and the intermediary agent is at a high level of informality, because the collectors have more information than the producers, about the price of goldenberry in the local market, they know the dynamics of the supply in their area of influence and development in the fresh fruit market. The frequency of the transaction is high, the collectors take advantage of the harvest months to gradually buy all the production and the producers have few options to sell due to the small number of collectors that exist, however, they can choose who to sell to. The specificity of the assets involved is high for the temporary type, since it is a highly perishable food due to its high water content (80%).

Transactions between producers and the processing industry were initially through verbal agreements with producers to mainly establish the price to pay. Transaction frequency is high because manufacturers continuously require fresh goldenberry for processing. The specific assets involved are high considering the perishability of the fruit and its quality as a naturally organic fruit. This is supported by the study by Alves et al., (2022).

3.2 Corporate governance in collective production of goldenberry

The producers went from producing directly on their small lands empirically, to producing in a specialized way, acquiring goldenberry seeds and generating more stable crops. However, being accustomed to working individually, there were still some difficulties, such as low prices, high uncertainty to sell and heterogeneous production in goldenberry quality, leading to non-compliance with the industry's requirements and as a consequence, the non-sale of the goldenberry. For this reason, the initiative was born, on the part of some producers, to form an association and carry out collective work in the production of golden gooseberries in the Cajamarca region. One of the main associations formed is the provincial association of organic producers APPEC.

In terms of corporate governance, a General Assembly was established, in which the associated farmers participate, who elect a board of directors that will be in charge of making decisions and defining the strategy, as well as defining the issues related to the transactions with suppliers of seeds and fertilizers and industry. The general assembly is the highest authority of the Association. It is made up of all members, who have the right to vote on the resolutions discussed. The decisions made are binding on the general manager, the control manager and his associates. One of its main functions is to approve the Association's strategic plan, the annual operating plan and the budgets presented by the board of directors.

For the exchange of decision rights and the establishment of a corporate governance system, farmers sought leaders to represent them. Two types of leaders were found, those who have a single interest-oriented economic discourse and those who also seek to adopt an explicit defense, which prevailed in the elections. Therefore, the association seeks to enter into a dialogue with the authorities at the local and regional level, thus ensuring the development of projects for agricultural production, but also benefiting the community. All these problems lead to a corporate governance partnership that has allowed farmers to share decision rights with the other stakeholders.

In terms of governance structures, the association changed the transaction scenario. The farmers oriented the transactions to the export industry; and the association acts as an intermediary (agent), leaving aside business with the local market. The new organizational agreement between farmers and input providers is developed with the association as coordinator, who contacts and negotiates with seed providers and manure/fertilizer providers.

In the case of the transaction between the industry and the farmer, it is carried out in a context of high demand for this fruit and a growing market opportunity for golden gooseberries through the producers’ sales options. The association is related to collectors for the sale of fresh goldenberry, with the artisanal industry for the local market and the dehydrated industry for export.

The formal contract is the predominant governance structure in the transaction with the processing industry, where the conditions of physiological characteristics (specificity of the assets) and the price are pre-established, thus reducing uncertainty. The commitment letter was signed with the representative of the export-oriented company specifying the required conditions, as well as the delivery and the price per kilogram of harvested goldenberry. These contracts are signed annually, which also establishes that the payment to each farmer will be made monthly according to the quantity produced. The exchange of property rights between farmers and buyers is done through purchase notes each time it is collected in cultivation areas. With this purchase note, a volume control is carried out at the same time that it serves as proof that each farmer receives the payment for
goldenberry, which generally takes between 30 and 45 days. According to Garrigos and Hidalgo (2012), good corporate governance relationships and innovations are a key factor for business competitiveness.

4. Conclusions

Goldenberry business in Cajamarca is in a positive scenario in relation to the foreign market, with the organic dehydrated goldenberry as the main export product. From the diagnosis made, at the institutional level, the individualism of small producers was identified as a path dependency that they maintained for years; this gave rise to information asymmetries that impacted the transaction and transaction cost levels. At a technological level, the agricultural production of goldenberry gradually changed from a wild product to a semi-wild product of low quality and then to an improved production. At the organizational level, the problems for coordination via price that existed between the goldenberry producers with their suppliers and customers were identified. From the analysis of the transactions, there was a high frequency due to the few suppliers and customers, the specificity of the assets involved was medium due to the characteristics of the fruit, and the uncertainty of the transaction was high.

As a consequence of the lack of alignment, there were high transaction costs as a result of recurring opportunistic behavior by the intermediary. Small producers experienced the disturbances, both positive and negative, of globalization and the new international conditions of the goldenberry market; Faced with these forces of modernization, they had collective work as their response and strategy, thus generating a new scenario for the production of goldenberry in the Cajamarca.

The new agrarian institutional environment that exists in Peru offered producers promotions and impulses to improve production conditions, increase the volumes produced, encourage agricultural continuity, and improve their productivity and profitability. In addition, through associative agriculture, goldenberry producers have been able to carry out cooperation and coordination in the chain. In this way, they are integrated, forming the Provincial Association of Organic Producers of Cajamarca (APPEC), generating an innovative model of corporate governance that, in turn, has allowed the board of directors to be awarded the decision rights of small producers, which is used for the transactions with suppliers of seeds, fertilizer and with industrializers as the only client.

In short, APPEC develops a particular corporate governance model which contributed to innovate and consolidate the process of change in the agribusiness subsystem of goldenberry in Cajamarca. Corporate governance will operate decision-making spaces for internal rules of the game, defining decision rights with managers. This in turn made it possible to add new production units, strengthen mutual trust and find effective mechanisms for collective work and transactional governance through the construction of alliances with the different levels of government to strengthen the policies that allowed productive development and rural integrated in these territories.
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